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IndiGenomes: a comprehensive resource of genetic
variants from over 1000 Indian genomes
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ABSTRACT
With the advent of next-generation sequencing,
large-scale initiatives for mining whole genomes and
exomes have been employed to better understand
global or population-level genetic architecture. India
encompasses more than 17% of the world population with extensive genetic diversity, but is underrepresented in the global sequencing datasets. This

gave us the impetus to perform and analyze the
whole genome sequencing of 1029 healthy Indian individuals under the pilot phase of the ‘IndiGen’ program. We generated a compendium of 55,898,122 single allelic genetic variants from geographically distinct Indian genomes and calculated the allele frequency, allele count, allele number, along with the
number of heterozygous or homozygous individuals. In the present study, these variants were sys-
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tematically annotated using publicly available population databases and can be accessed through a
browsable online database named as ‘IndiGenomes’
http://clingen.igib.res.in/indigen/. The IndiGenomes
database will help clinicians and researchers in exploring the genetic component underlying medical
conditions. Till date, this is the most comprehensive
genetic variant resource for the Indian population
and is made freely available for academic utility. The
resource has also been accessed extensively by the
worldwide community since it’s launch.

INTRODUCTION
India is the second largest country in terms of population
density with more than 1.3 billion individuals encompassing 17% of the world population. The country is very diverse
with more than 4500 anthropologically distinct populations
(1). These populations have been segregated on the bases of
caste, tribe and religious groups that differ in terms of cultural practices, geographical locations, climatic conditions,
physical features, marriage practices, linguistics, as well as
their genetic architecture (1,2). India is also considered as
one of the major southern coastal routes for human migration out of Africa, and in the recent past was witness to multiple waves of migrations and invasions. These resulted in
the enrichment of the genetic diversity of the Indian subcontinent (3). Despite having this rich genetic diversity, India has been under-represented in global genome studies
(4). Furthermore, the population in India is also stratified
into multiple large endogamous groups and is also characterized by consanguineous marriages. This has resulted in
high prevalence of recessive alleles in the Indian population.
In the absence of large-scale whole genome studies from India, these sub-population-specific genetic variants are also
not adequately captured and catalogued in global medical
literature (5).
Over the past decade, the advent of next generation sequencing and its increasing affordability has revolutionized
the understanding of the genetic architecture of various
populations across the globe (6–12). In this effort, multiple global population datasets including the 1000 genome
project (7), ExAC (13), ESP6500 (https://evs.gs.washington.
edu/EVS/) and gnomAD (14) have generated reference and
patient genome datasets from populations across the continents. Although these datasets include the genomes from

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participant selection
A total of 1029 self-declared healthy individuals were selected from a pool of volunteers. The volunteers were selected to represent the different states in India and their
ancestries were also mapped to the geographical locations.
Out of 1029 participants, 495 were males and 534 were females with mean age of 41.35 and 32.96 years respectively.
The information regarding the number of participants selected from each state of India is tabulated in Supplementary Data 1. We have also marked on a map of India the
geographical location of the sampled individuals (Supplementary Data 2). This study was approved by the Institutional Human Ethics Committee (IHEC) of CSIR-Institute
of Genomics and Integrative Biology. The participants were
explained about the informed consent process as per the approved IHEC guidelines.
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Indian individuals, the number is relatively small to represent the genetic diversity and heterogeneity of the Indian population (4,15). Apart from the global datasets, few
Asian and Indian population specific studies have been conducted to understand the genetic architecture in this part
of the world. The Indian Genome Variation (IGV) consortium study used SNP- based genotyping of 900 genes
from over 1800 individuals across 55 sub-populations to underscore the heterogeneity of the Indian population (16).
This study led to the discovery of unique founder mutations in the Indian subcontinent and better understanding
of specific genetic markers establishing distinct genotypephenotype correlations. Recently, the GenomeAsia100K
study addressed a wide range of questions focusing on specific Asian population groups (17). This project included
598 samples from India, primarily tribal groups and specific
castes majorly from the southern part of India. India being
a country of more than one billion people, these datasets
only represent a fraction of the genetic diversity. The sampling for genetic/ genomic studies from India needs to be
performed extensively focusing on cultural, ethnic and geographical diversity. Population specific genome sequencing
of Indian individuals can help in characterizing variants or
polymorphisms associated with diseases, improving precision medicine outcomes, building population specific reference genome datasets, efficiently imputing genotype data
and can be used for phasing and haplotype predictions (18–
23).
In order to better understand the genetic architecture
of Indian population, whole-genome sequencing of 1029
healthy Indian individuals was performed under the ‘IndiGen’ program as a pilot exercise. Using these genomes,
we have built one of the largest and well-annotated Indian population variant databases called IndiGenomes. The
database contains information on variant allele frequency,
allele number, allele count, number of heterozygous and homozygous individuals recorded in this study. This will help
clinicians and researchers in querying variants for various
medical applications and will enable them to differentiate
the pathogenic variants from the benign ones in the context
of Indian population. The IndiGenomes database is publicly available at the URL http://clingen.igib.res.in/indigen/.
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Genome sequencing and analysis

Annotation of variants
The variants were systematically annotated using ANNOVAR (v.2018-04-16) (29), which comprises of annotations from multiple databases such as RefGene (30), dbSNP (31), dbNSFP35a (32) and various global population databases (7,14,17). RefGene database contains a curated and non-redundant sequence of genomes, transcripts
and proteins of 3774 organisms. This database was employed for annotating location of variants in the genome
(30). dbSNP (avsnp150) serves as the largest repository
for human genomic variations and was used to provide a
unique identifier to the variants (31). In order to interpret
the functional effect of the variants, dbNSFP35a database
was used. It comprises of multiple variant pathogenicity prediction tools such as SIFT, Polyphen, LRT, MutationTaster, PROVEAN, MutationAccessor, FATHMM,
RadialSVM, CADD, DANN and phylop among others
(32). Allele frequencies of the variants were fetched from
global population databases such as Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD v3; repository of 71,702 whole
genome sequenced individuals from eight populations) (14),
1000 Genome project (1000g2015aug all; catalogue of 2504
whole genome sequence data of healthy individuals from
five super populations including 26 subpopulations) (7),
ESP6500 (esp6500siv2 all; comprising of 6503 whole exome data from 2203 African-American and 4300 EuropeanAmerican individuals), ExAC (exac03; exome data of 60
706 unrelated individuals from five ancestries) (33), and
the Greater Middle East (GME) Variome Project (includes
high-quality exome data of 1,111 unrelated individuals from

Comparison with the global datasets
The compendium of variants in IndiGenomes database was
overlapped with the global population datasets to identify the common and unique variants. The publicly available VCF files without genotype information were downloaded from gnomAD v3 and 1000g2015aug all followed
by matching of the genomic location, reference, and alternate alleles of the variants using a bespoke shell script.
Database and web server
A web-based search tool was integrated with the IndiGenomes database to allow the users to easily explore
the genes and variants found in the Indian population. The
database was converted into JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON). All variants were stored into MongoDB v3.4.10
and the server was hosted using Apache HTTP server. Access to the data was provided through a web interface running on the Apache HTTP server and PHP 7.0. MongoDB v3.4.10 was used to keep track of data processing and
database through the web interface. The search query was
optimized using indexing in MongoDB, with most search
terms, including gene names, variant and dbSNP ID populating the search bar. Optimization of the search query
in MongoDB allows faster loading. The web interface was
coded in HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap version 4.0 (Material
Design) and AngularJS. Bootstrap is the world’s most popular framework for building responsive, mobile-first sites
that enable database web-based system optimizations feasible for mobile browsing. The web-based system is fully
responsive and compatible with all devices like desktops,
tablets and smartphones. The back-end of the database was
constructed using PHP 7.0. AngularJS gives users a rich and
responsive experience. AngularJS and PHP 7.0 scripts were
used to retrieve and bind the data from the database.
RESULTS
Genome sequencing, analysis and genetic variant classification
Whole genome sequencing was undertaken for 1029 selfdeclared healthy individuals with an average genome coverage of ∼30×. Analysis of the sequenced genomes led to
the identification of 55,898,122 single allelic genetic variants
that mapped to the human reference genome GRCh38. The
genetic variants were annotated using ANNOVAR, which
provides genomic location and functionality based on the
RefGene database (30). In context of the genomic location,
3,952,209 variants (7.07%) mapped to exonic and ncRNA
exonic region, 31,134,798 variants (55.69%) mapped to intergenic region, 19,455,670 variants (34.80%) mapped to intronic region and 4,147 variants (0.007%) mapped to splicing region in the genome. The remaining 1,351 298 variants
(2.41%) mapped to the untranslated region (UTR), downstream, upstream and undetermined regions in the genome.
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After informed consent, 5 ml of blood was collected from
each volunteer using venipuncture and genomic DNA was
extracted using the salting out method (24). Whole-genome
libraries were prepared using TruSeq DNA PCR free library preparation kit as per manufacturer’s instructions
(Illumina Inc. San Diego, CA, USA, Cat. no. FC-1219006DOC). Following the library preparation, sequencing
was performed on Illumina NovaSeq 6000 platform (Illumina Inc. San Diego, CA, USA) and data was generated as
150 × 2 bp paired-end reads. Alignment, post-processing
and default quality filtered variant calling was performed
on the Illumina DRAGEN v3.4 Bio-IT platform (Illumina
Inc. San Diego, CA, USA) using GRCh38 as a human reference genome. The ‘Dynamic Read Analysis for GENomics’
(DRAGEN) pipeline functions on massively parallel highly
reconfigurable field-programmable gate array (FPGA) logic
that maximizes the speed without compromising the quality
of the data (25). The joint variant calling was performed using Sentieon that mirrors the tools and protocol of GATK
gold standard with a highly optimized back-end, which
makes it faster with identical accuracy (26–28). Sentieon
calculates the allele frequency, allele count and allele number for the variants while performing joint calling. Further
analysis was carried out only on single allelic variants. We
calculated the number of heterozygous and homozygous individuals in the joint variant call format file using bespoke
shell script.

six different regions) (11). To understand the clinical significance of the variants in Indian population, ClinVar, the
repository of clinically interpreted human genetic variants,
was used to identify variants known in disease contexts (34).
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The variant classification has been depicted in the pie-chart
in Figure 1A.
Further, 497,390 exonic variants were classified on the
basis of variant type. There were 287,289 (57.75%) nonsynonymous variants, 182,694 (36.73%) synonymous variants, 9,373 (1.88%) frameshift variants, 7,174 (1.44%)
non-frameshift variants, 6,996 stop-gain (1.40%) and 343
(0.068%) stop-loss variants. The remaining 3,521 (0.70%)
variants were classified under unknown variant type. The
classification of exonic variants has been depicted in Figure
1B.
Variant comparison with the global datasets
We compared the variants of IndiGenomes database
with the global population databases gnomAD and 1000
Genomes project. We found 37,249,254 (66.63%) variants
in the IndiGenomes common with the gnomAD database
and 21,485,966 (38.43%) variants common with the 1000
Genomes project. There were 20,853,355 (37.30%) variants common in all the three databases whereas 18,016,257
(32.23%) variants were unique to only IndiGenomes
database. A Venn diagram representing variant numbers in
each database is shown in Figure 2.
Database interface and features
A web-based search tool has been created for querying
genes and their variants from IndiGenomes. The home page
of the search tool has been made user-friendly and contains
the search bar as well as a downloadable user manual. The
VCF file containing variants unique to IndiGenomes has
been made available for download. The home page also includes the graphical representation of variant number comparison with different datasets, variant classification based
on genomic location, and variant type for all the exonic variants.
The search bar option has been designed in such a way
that a user can simply enter the query using either the gene
name, dbSNP ID or variant ID in the given format as chromosome number-position-reference-alternate or chromosome number:position:reference:alternate. The search by
variant (GRCh38) and search by dbSNP ID are case sensitive, while the search by gene name is case insensitive. When
a query term is entered in the search bar, the list of all the

Figure 2. IndiGenomes variant number comparison with the 1000
Genomes Project and gnomAD.

matching entries from the database will be retrieved. The
query search results will be displayed below the example
search box in the form of a table, constructed by bootstrap 4
data-tables with the basic information summarized, including gene, chromosome, position, ref, alt, dbSNP ID, gene
function and exonic function as shown in Figure 3. The
query search can be further customized using the search
bar present in the ‘Search results’ box. Additional detailed
annotation information about a specific variant can be obtained by selecting the variant entry. Upon selecting a specific variant from the search results table, a new page will
open with all the information about the queried variant.
The additional results page contains two panels, as shown
in Figure 4.
The left panel of the variant search page consists of three
windows. The first window ‘Gene’ provides the basic information about the variant, i.e. gene name, chromosome number, chromosomal position, reference allele, alternate allele,
amino acid change, UCSC variant location (35), OMIM ID
(36), dbSNP ID (31), gene function, exonic function, including links to various external resources. The second window ‘Clinical Annotations and Linkouts’, contains details
about the disease condition(s) and clinical significance of
the variant as mentioned in the ClinVar database. The third
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Figure 1. Classification of the variants: (A) Based on the genomic location; (B) Based on type of variant in the exonic region.
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window ‘Computational prediction and annotation’ provides the predictions of pathogenicity of the variant from
various tools.
The right panel of the variant search page consists of
three windows. The first window ‘IndiGenome allele frequency’ provides the information about the allele count,
allele number, allele frequency as well as number of individuals being heterozygous or homozygous for the variant queried in the IndiGenomes dataset. The second window ‘Global allele frequencies’ provides the frequency of
the variant in various publicly available global population databases that includes 1000 Genomes Project (7),
gnomAD (14), GME (11) and Esp6500 (https://evs.gs.
washington.edu/EVS/). The third window ‘Update on clinical annotations’ provides an option to the users to submit
a variant for retrieving the variant annotation according to

the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics
or Association of Molecular Pathology (ACMG/AMP)
guidelines (37). To obtain this annotation, the user needs
to register using email id and contact telephone number.
After successful registration, the user will be able to submit variants by logging on to the account using login
credentials. Once variant annotation based on automated
ACMG/AMP criteria is updated, the user will be notified
via email.
DISCUSSION
It is well documented in literature that the Indian population comprises of multiple endogamous groups. These
communities widely practice consanguineous marriage traditions, leading to accumulation of rare deleterious vari-
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Figure 3. Result display for the search query.
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Figure 4. Left and right panels showing the detailed annotation of the variant.
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DATA AVAILABILITY
The variants unique to IndiGenomes have been submitted
to the NCBI Variation Submission Portal with submission
ID: SUB8153462 and also made available for download on
the IndiGenomes database website http://clingen.igib.res.in/
indigen/.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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ants (38). These rare/unique variations amplify as founder
mutations within specific endogamous populations, which
in due course translates to population specific genetic diseases. It is estimated that ∼70 million people in India are
affected by genetic diseases with about 64 out of 1000 live
births carrying disorders such as primary immunodeficiencies, lysosomal storage disorders, mitochondrial diseases,
cardiac disorders and muscle-related disorders (5). The government of India is now focusing on effective cataloging of
the genomic variants specific for the Indian population so
as to create a blueprint for identification of disease epidemiology, population-specific variants and pharmacogenomic
markers ultimately leading to the development of effective
therapies for treating genetic disorders (https://pib.gov.in/
PressReleseDetailm.aspx?PRID=1605509). In this context,
the IndiGen programme aims to create a compendium of
genetic variants representing the contemporary Indian population with an objective to classify variants involved in
mendelian disorders and improve precision medicine outcomes. The resource can also enable the identification of
markers for carrier screening, prevention of adverse events
and provide better diagnosis and optimal therapy through
mining data of clinically actionable pharmacogenetic variants. The phased data will allow researchers to build Indianspecific reference genome dataset and efficiently impute
haplotype information.
The IndiGenomes database includes over 18 million
unique variants. This can provide useful insights for clinicians and researchers in comprehending genetics not only
at the population level but at the individual level. As of
8 August 2020, there are ∼200,000 pageviews on the IndiGenomes web page from users spanning 27 countries.
The highest number of searches in the database till date
correspond to the genes ACE2, MVK, BRCA1, AGRN,
SCO2, DSP, SIRT2, TRDN, ITGB3, LHB, NDUFB3, and
SNTA1. It is intriguing to note that during the COVID19 pandemic in the year 2020, ACE2 variants have been
widely queried using the database. It has been predicted that
ACE2 variants can potentially alter host susceptibility to
SARS-CoV2 virus (39,40). This depicts the utility of such
population-scale databases in understanding the genetics of
specific genes and variants of human interest in the Indian
population. Currently, the IndiGenomes database enables
the search of only single-allelic variants. However, we envision addition of multiallelic variations and structural variations in the future updates of the database. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the most comprehensive large-scale
database of genetic variations specific to the Indian population.
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